THE ALL NEW
CR6 & CR6 PRO
Breathtaking. Inspiring. Revolutionary. Or just
fantastic. Call it whatever you want. The new
CR6 & CR6 PRO are state of the art when it comes
to e-mobility. After many years of development
and cooperations with big players from all over
the world an electric motorcycle has finally been
created. It will definitely thrill you – without
compromises, because charging is only needed
after 150 kilometres of driving and even the
performance does not come short at all. With an
acceleration in only 6 sec from 0–60 km/h and
a top speed of up to 105 km/h (CR6 PRO) this
vehicle is revolutionary in every respect.

brand
new

95 km/h

150 km

134 kg

ATTRACTIVE DESIGN,
LATEST E-TECHNOLOGY

105 km/h

130 km

140 kg

CENTER ENGINE WITH
5-SPEED GEAR SHIFT

LED HEADLIGHTS

NEW BATTERIES - LONGER RANGE

Perfect sight thanks to LED technology

Lithium Ion Cells 18650 from PANASONIC

Low beam as well as high beam with groundbreaking
LED technology will guide you the way through darkness.
The lamps’ light shines brighter than ever before in a
perfectly clean white LED colour. Up to 28.000 Candela
of light are projected by 6 LED modules through glass
lenses onto the road ahead of you to ensure maximum
sight under dark conditions. The result speaks for itself:
5 times better light efficiency and increased visibility
compared to conventional halogen lamps known from
traditional mopeds.
By the way: Thanks to LED technology the energy use
is minimal, which will provide you with more range and
power for your trip.

FULL CONTROL

ENDLESS POWER MEANS ENDLESS FUN.
The HORWIN CR6 uses the most modern lithium-ion batteries
available. The 55 Ah battery pack is charged in approx.
3 hours from 0–80 % and offers a range of up to 150 kilometres.
Just like the leading car manufacturers of today, the battery
cells in the CR6 are optimally armoured and protected. This
does not only affect vibrations of the road surface, falling
down of the motorcycle or in the worst case also falls. The
integrity of the battery is not compromised even if one or
more cells should fail.

QUICK CHARGE.
Thanks to the revolutionary charging technology, you have
enough charge in 20 minutes to cover a distance of 20–30 km.
It takes about 3 hours to fully charge the batteries. The
dynamic charging process protects the cells as much as
possible in order to still achieve corresponding performance
values after many years.
So you can be sure that the power source of your motorcycle
is always intact and working reliably. HORWIN grants 2 years
warranty on the battery!

with a classic cockpit
360° protection
thanks to a state-of-the-art Battery Management System (BMS)

Overview is everything. The big display of the HORWIN
CR6 shows you all information which you need during
your journey: topical speed, remaining reach, driving
mode, temperature and a lot more. In the classical
Retro design combined with the most modern
technology. The background lighting shows you all infos
of course also with darkness.
OVERLOAD

DEEP DISCHARGE

OVERVOLTAGE

OVERHEATING

SHORT-CIRCUIT

INDIFFERENCE

